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ABSTRACT
We present long-term, multi-color photometric monitoring and spectroscopic observations of the
short-period M-type eclipsing binary BX Tri. Six flare events were recorded in 4 years from 2014
to 2017. Three of them were detected on one night within an orbital cycle. The strongest one was
identified on December 23, 2014. With the amplitudes of ∆B=0.48 mag, ∆V=0.28 mag, ∆R=0.10
mag, ∆I=0.02 mag, the total energy due to the flare event was measured to be 4.08 (±0.24) ×1034
erg, exceeding the superflare level (1034). Based on the observations, the evolutionary status of the
binary system as well as the long-term orbital period changes were analyzed. It reveals that BX Tri is
probably a semi-detached system with the primary component filling its Roche lobe. The extremely
high occurrence of flare events of the binary could be related to the rapid mass transfer between
components.
Keywords: binaries: eclipsing - stars: flare - stars: activity - stars: late-type - stars: individual(BX
Tri)
1. INTRODUCTION
Stellar flares are violent events of sudden energy
releases in stellar atmospheres (Benz & Gudel 2010,
Kowalski et al. 2010; Shibayama et al. 2013). These
remarkable stellar activities are common on M dwarfs,
presumably caused by magnetic reconnection in their at-
mospheres. Rotational periods and convective envelope
depths are also suggested related to this phenomena
(Reiners et al. 2012; Browning 2008; Silvestri et al.
2005). Recently, a large number of M-type stars with
flare activities have been examined based on Kepler
data (Hawley et al. 2014; Lurie et al. 2015; Silverberg
et al. 2016 and Davenport et al. 2014). The statistical
characteristics of the flares for M dwarfs have presented
strong correlations among the flare energy, duration,
and amplitude and found that late-type M dwarfs have
frequent flares (Yang et al. 2017; Chang et al. 2017;
Hawley et al. 2014, Shibata et al. 2013).
Flare events have also been detected in close bina-
ries. The strong interaction between the components in
a binary system will typically generate magnetic activity
(Noyes et al. 1984). Recently, 234 flare binaries out of
the 1049 binaries were identified in the Kepler Eclipsing
Binary Catalog (Gao et al. 2016). Seven flares were de-
tected from five RS CVn-type binaries (Pandey & Singh
2012). A few close binaries with flare events have been
detected and the frequency, energy of the flares were
studied in detail, such as EV Lac (Honda et al. 2018),
GSC 02314-00530 (Dimitrov & Kjurkchieva (2010), GJ
3236 (Smelcer et al. 2017), CU Cnc (Qian et al. 2012)
and CM Dra (Nelson & Caton, 2007).
The present paper concerns long-term flare monitor-
ing of the M-type eclipsing binary BX Tri (also 1SWASP
J022050.85+332047.6, GSC 02314-00530). We chose
this target because it was classfited as a W UMa binary
with a short period 0.19263 day (Terrell 2014). The
short-period limit of contact binaries has been reported
at about 0.22 d (Rucinski 2007), and were widely dis-
cussed both observationally and theoretically (Rucinski
& Pribulla 2008, Jiang et al. 2012; Zhang et al, 2014).
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Obviously, BX Tri can be a good sample for the study of
the limit period of contact binary. This target was also
reported with its coincidence with the ROSAT X-ray
source 1RXS J022050.7+332049 (Norton et al. 2007).
Recently, flare activities have been detected by Dimitrov
& Kjurkchieva (2010). Combining the radial-velocity
curves, they determined the absolute physical parame-
ters of BX Tri as M1 = 0.51M⊙; M2 = 0.26M⊙; R1 =
0.55R⊙; R2 = 0.29R⊙; L1 = 0.053L⊙; L2 = 0.007L⊙.
The following linear ephemerides were also derived by
those authors:
HJD(Min I) = 2451352.061633 + 0.1926359 × E.
The flare activities of BX Tri were observed by Han
(2015). And the magnetic activities of it was discussed
by Zhang, Pi & Yang (2014). Their results revealed that
BX Tri has strong magnetic activity. All of the infor-
mation implies that BX Tri is a very active binary with
M-type components and a very short period. Therefore,
we carried out long-term, multi-color photometric mon-
itoring and spectroscopic observations in order to study
the flare characteristic of BX Tri. The details of obser-
vations and data reduction are given in Section 2. The
analysis of photometric solution is performed in Section
3. The behavior of the flare events is draw in Section 4.
Finally, we give our discussion and conclusion in Section
5.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
2.1. New photometry
The key to the study of flares on active stars is suf-
ficient observations, so that complete samples can be
collected. Therefore, we made a detailed monitoring ob-
servations for BX Tri from 2014 to 2017 including pho-
tometric and spectroscopic observations. The new pho-
tometric observations of BX Tri were carried out in B-,
V-, R-, and I- bands with three small telescopes: the 85-
cm reflecting telescope at Xinglong Station of NAOC1
(hereafter XL 85cm), 50BiN prototype telescope at Del-
ingha of PMO (hereafter DLH 50BiN) 2, and the 1-m
telescope at Nanshan Station in Xingjiang (hereafter XJ
1m). The details of the telescopes and the data reduc-
tion are as follows:
XL 85cm was equipped with an Andor 2K×2K CCD
camera and a standard Johnson - Cousins - Bessel multi-
color filter system (Zhou et al. 2009). The effective field
of view is 35′ × 35′and the pixel scale is 0′′.96 pixel−1.
DLH 50BiN has two parallel optical systems. Each has
an Andor 2K×2K CCD camera and provides a 20′× 20′
1 National Astronomical Observatories, Chinese Academy of
Sciences.
2 Purple Mountain Observatory, Chinese Academy of Sciences
field of view with an pixel scale of about 0′′.59 pixel−1.
Two standard Johnson-Cousins-Bessell BV filters were
applied to simultaneous two-color photometry (Deng et
al. 2013; Tian et al. 2016). XJ 1m is equipped with a
4K×4K CCD camera gives a 1.3◦ × 1.3◦ field of view
with resalution of about 1′′.13pixel−1 (Liu 2014). A to-
tal number of 11 observational nights were obtained, 8
nights from XL 85cm with BVRI bands, 2 nights from
DLH 50BiN with BV bands, and 1 night from XJ 1m
with BV bands, respectively. The journal of the photo-
metric observations are list in Table1.
All images were reduced preliminarily with the stan-
dard process, including subtracting the bias and dividing
flat fields from the object frames. Then the instrument
magnitudes of the stars were extracted from these im-
ages using aperture photometry of the IRAF. A star
near the variable star was chosen as the comparison
star (TYC 2314-1655), and has a similar brightness and
color with the variable star. Another star in the same
field of view was selected as the check star (TYC 2314-
780). The differential magnitudes of these stars were
extracted in each frame. Then, the instrumental mag-
nitudes were converted to the standard system with the
standard stars (comparison star,TYC 2314-1655, V =
12.4mag, B - V = 0.22 mag, V - R = 0.20 mag, V - I =
0.46 mag, Dimitrov & Kjurkchieva (2010) . Finally, 11
nights data were obtained in total and 6 flares were de-
tected in 4 nights, November 22, 23, 2014 and November
10, 12, 2017, respectively. Three of them were detected
in one night in one period on November 22, 2014, the
other three from remaining three days. The light curves
with flares are shown in Figure 1, where the yellow arrow
indicates the flares places. Focusing on the B-band
and V-band light curve, the color of B - V were
calculated, shown below the light curve in Figure
1. The color at the peak of all flares were also
presented in Table 6. We also calculated the epochs
of minimum light with mean values of the B-, V-, R-,
and I- filters determined by applying the K-W method
(Kwee & Van Woerden 1956), as given in Table 2.
2.2. Spectroscopy
The spectroscopic observations were carried out with
three instruments. The first one is Beijing Faint Object
Spectrograph and Camera (BFOSC; Fan et al. 2016)
mounted on 2.16 m telescope at Xinglong station of the
National Astronomical Observatories of China (NAOC).
BFOSC has a CDD with size of 2048 × 2048.
We adopted the grating E9 + G10 with wave-
length range from 3740 A˚ to 10200 A˚ and 1′′.6
width slit. The exposure time of each image
was 30 minutes. The second one is optical me-
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Figure 1. Photometric observations of BX Tri on November 22 (top-left) and 23 (top-right), 2014 with flares in B, V, R, I
bands and November 10 (bottom-left) and 12 (bottom-right), 2017 with flares in B-, V- bands. The yellow arrow indicates the
flares places.
dian resolution (OMR ) spectrograph, which also
mounted on 2.16 m telescope at Xinglong station
of NAOC. We chose the grating of 600lp/mm
with the wavelength ranging from 3200 A˚ to 7500
A˚and a slit width of 2′′.0. The exposure time was
20 minutes. The last one was on the 2.12m tele-
scope at the Observatory Astronomical National
on the Sierra San Pedro Mrtir (OAN-SPM) .
We used a 2048×2048 E2V CCD to collect the
high-resolution (the maximum resolution is R =
18,000 at 5000 A˚) ECHELLE spectra at the slit
size 1′′.0. The wavelength range is from 3800
A˚ to 7100 A˚. The exposure time was 40 minutes.
No filter was used during the observations. The
journals of the spectroscopic observations is pre-
sented in Table 3. At last, totally of 12 spectra of
BX Tri during 2016 December - 2017 November
were obtained, which covered the whole orbital
phase of BX Tri.
Reduction of the spectra was performed as the stan-
dard process by using IRAF/IMRED packages includ-
ing bias, flat calibration, and cosmic-ray removing. The
wavelength calibration was made by taking the spec-
tra of Fe - Ar lamp, He - Ar lamp and Th - Ar lamp
for BFOSC, OMR of XL, and ECHELLE of OAN-SPM,
respectively. Then, the data reduction was primarily
performed using the IRAF/APALL package to obtain
the normalized spectrum. Figure 2 presents Hα, Hβ
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Table 1. Journal of the Time-series CCD Photometric for BX Tri.
Date (UT) HJD (start) HJD (end) Filter Exposure(s) Nobs Telescope
2450000.00+ 2450000.00+
2014 Nov. 22 6983.91 6984.25 B/V/R/I 90/60/20/15 102 XL 85cm
2014 Nov. 23 6984.92 6985.15 B/V/R/I 100/65/20/15 90 XL 85cm
2016 Oct. 10 7672.02 7672.22 B/V/R/I 90/60/20/15 83 XL 85cm
2016 Nov. 22 7714.95 7715.35 B/V/R/I 90/60/20/15 144 XL 85cm
2016 Nov. 23 7716.06 7716.41 B/V/R/I 90/60/20/15 166 XL 85cm
2016 Dec. 14 7736.93 7737.22 B/V/R/I 150/80/25/20 101 XL 85cm
2016 Dec. 15 7737.91 7738.22 B/V/R/I 90/60/20/15 108 XL 85cm
2017 Nov. 10 8068.01 8068.35 B/V 160/100 179 DLH 50BiN
2017 Nov. 12 8069.97 8070.04 B/V 160/100 36 DLH 50BiN
2017 Nov. 13 8071.17 8071.22 B/V 90/60 71 XL 85cm
2017 Nov. 13 8071.25 8071.43 B/V 80/35 84 XJ 1m
and Hγ profiles at different phases. We can see that
there is a clearly asymmetric in the H alpha line
at phase = 0.1854. This spectra was observed
by OAN-SPM in Mexico with a high-resolution.
The asymmetric profile is indeed a superposition
of emission lines from both stars. It is consistent
with the orbital velocity at the phase.
3. ANALYSIS OF THE PHOTOMETRIC DATA
3.1. Period study
We have collected all of the available times of light
minimum from database O-C gateway (http://var.astro.cz/ocgate/)
and the literatures to calculate the orbital period. Com-
bining 33 times of light minima observed by us, 131
times of light minima are collected in total. All of the
data are observed using CCD method. Table 4 presents
all the times of light minima and the types of eclipses,
where ”p” and ”s” refer to the primary minima and the
secondary minima respectively. The corresponding cir-
cles Epoch and O-C values are based on the new linear
ephemeris:
Min.I =2457737.93018(4)+ 0d.1926359× E. (1)
Finally, together with all of the eclipse time data, the
following quadratic ephemeris was derived by using the
least-square method:
Min.I =2457737.93003(4)+ 0d.1926368(5)× E
− 3.76× 10−11 × E2.
(2)
The values of epoch and O-C are showing in Table
4. The O-C diagram for BX Tri is plotted in the up-
per panel of Figure 3 with solid lines. The observed
data are plotted with open circles. The bottom panel
displays the residuals between the ephemeris and ob-
served data. It seems that there is a continuous secular
decreasing in this system. The period decreasing rate
dP/dt = −1.42×10−7 days yr−1 was derived from equa-
tion (2). Since it is composed of two late-type compo-
nents, BX Tri belongs to chromospheric active binaries
(CAB). This type of systems usually have strong mag-
netic activities. The period decreasing may be due to the
lose of angular momentum via a magnetized wind, also
called magnetic braking (Stepien et al. 1995; Demircan
et al. 1999; Luo et al. 2010). The mass transfer can also
lead to the period decreasing. By using WD model
simulating, BX Tri system was probably a Semi-
detached binary with primary component filling
its Roche lobe (see in section 3.2). Therefore,
mass transfer from primary to secondary com-
ponents can lead to period decreasing in a long
timescales. So the period decreasing of BX Tri
is most likely cause by the mass transfer from
primary to secondary component.
3.2. Photometric solution of BX Tri
In order to find out the proper photometric solution,
the light curves with and without flare phenomenon
are calculated, respectively. Here, our four-color light
curves were simultaneously analyzed by using the Wil-
son - Devinney (WD) program (Wilson & Devinney
1971; Wilson 1979, 1990, 1994, 2012; Wilson & Van
Hamme 2003). During the process, we assumed the ef-
fective temperature to be T1=3735 K for the primary
component, which was determined from the color in-
dex and taking into account that the temperature of the
primary component T1 is higher than the mean tem-
perature of the binary (Dimitrov & Kjurkchieva, 2010).
The initial mass ratio q is fixed to the spectroscopic
mass ratio q = 0.509(±0.02) obtained by Rucinski &
Lu (1999). The gravity-darkening exponents were set
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Figure 2. The totally of 12 spectra of BX Tri during 2016 December - 2017 November are presented, which covered the whole
orbital phase of BX Tri. The three dash line show the Hα, Hβ and Hγ profiles at the different phases.
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Figure 3. O-C curve of BX Tri with all of the observed data
(open circales). Upper panel: O-C diagram computed with
Equation (2) with the solid line, indicating that there is a
long-term period decrease. Bottom panel: resulting residu-
als.
.
to 0.32 according to the stellar temperatures given by
Claret (2000). The bolometric albedos A1 = A2 = 0.5
(Rucinski 1969) were used because the BX Tri is cool.
A nonlinear limb-darkening law with a logarithmic form
was applied in the light-curves synthesis. The initial
bolometric (X1, X2, Y1, Y2) and monochromatic limb-
darkening coefficients (x1, x2, y1, y2,) of the components
were taken from Van Hamme (1993). The adjustable pa-
rameters of photometric solution are listed in Table 5.
We started with light curves without flare activities
on Dec 14 and 15, 2016 (named as Solution A without
flares). In the light curve, the light maxima obvi-
ously not equal are implying an O’Connell effect
, which has been widely suggested that this effect
is associated with magnetic activity (O’Connell
1951; Wilsey & Beaky 2009). Consequently, a
cool spot model was introduced to the primary
component. At first, mode 2 (detached binary) was
used and the surface potential of the primary compo-
nent reached its Roche limits. Then, we changed to
mode 4 (semi-detached) in the program and obtained
the best fit model for the B-, V-, R-, and I- band pho-
tometric data simultaneously. The observed data (red,
green, blue, purple circles mark B-, V-, R- and I- bands
respectively) and the best-fit light curves (black solid
lines) are shown in Figure 4. The results and the pa-
rameters of the cool spot are shown as solution A in
Table 5.
Then, the photometric solutions of the light curves of
BX Tri with flare activities were calculated based on so-
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Table 2. New times of light minimum for XZ Leo observed
in this work.
HJD Error Type Filter
2456983.96063 0.0001 I BV RI
2456984.05591 0.0001 II BV RI
2456984.15436 0.0001 I BV RI
2456984.92548 0.0001 I BV RI
2456985.01941 0.0002 II BV RI
2456985.11725 0.0001 I BV RI
2457672.05090 0.0001 I BV RI
2457672.14557 0.0002 II BV RI
2457672.23822 0.0001 I BV RI
2457672.33325 0.0002 II BV RI
2457736.96613 0.0001 I BV RI
2457737.06244 0.0001 II BV RI
2457737.16064 0.0001 I BV RI
2457737.93018 0.0001 I BV RI
2457738.02356 0.0001 II BV RI
2457738.12427 0.0001 I BV RI
2457738.21786 0.0001 II BV RI
2457715.00761 0.0001 I BV RI
2457715.10107 0.0001 II BV RI
2457715.19928 0.0001 I BV RI
2457715.29358 0.0001 II BV RI
2457716.06549 0.0001 II BV RI
2457716.16132 0.0001 I BV RI
2457716.25726 0.0001 II BV RI
2457716.35638 0.0001 I BV RI
2458068.10714 0.0001 I BV
2458068.20259 0.0001 II BV
2458068.29805 0.0001 I BV
2458070.03380 0.0001 I BV
2458070.12875 0.0001 II BV
2458071.18900 0.0001 I BV
2458071.28200 0.0001 I BV
2458071.38100 0.0001 II BV
lution A. 4 nights in total have been observed with flare
activities on Nov. 22 and 23, 2014 (named as Solution B
with flares) and Nov. 10 and 12, 2017 (named as solution
C with flares). In the beginning, we tried to use best-fit
results of solution A to fit the light curves of solution
B and C simultaneously, but the results were unsatis-
factory. Then, solution B and C were simulated. The
initial and basic parameters of Solution B and C are the
same as Solution A, including the effective temperature,
the gravity-darkening coefficients, the bolometric albe-
dos and the mass ratio and so on. We still used mode 4
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Figure 4. Light curves of BX Tri without flares in the B-,
V-, R-, and I- bands obtained using the XL 85cm on 2016
December 14 and 15. Open circles denote the observational
data and the solid line represents the theoretical light curves
calculated using with W-D method.
with cool spot of WD program in solution B and C. Fi-
nally, the best simulation results were obtained, which
clearly shows in Figure 5, open circles and solid lines
same as Figure 4. The detailed photometric solutions of
solution B and C are given in Table 5. We can see that
the observed data and the theoretical data have a good
match in Figure 5. Among the simulating progress, the
light curves of solution A, B and C must be separately
fitted with the cool-spot mode, meaning that the light
curves of BX Tri varies over time. This phenomenon was
also reported by Zhang, Pi & Yang (2014). After inves-
tigating the results of photometric solutions since 2010,
we find that almost all of the parameters are similar,
except for the position of the cool spots. This implies
that BX Tri is an activity system with a long-lived active
region on the components.
4. THE FLARE EVENTS
Flare activity is one typical characteristic of BX Tri.
We have collected all of the flare events from literatures
and analyzed the statistical properties. 13 flares in total
were collected, including 6 flares from our observations
and 7 from the literatures (see in Table 6). This is a
large sample for an individual object with ground-based
multi-color observations. Therefore, we discuss the sta-
tistical properties of those flares, including the averaged
frequency of flares, flare energies, durations, amplitudes,
and the long-term behavior of flare timing with respect
to the observed stellar phase.
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Table 3. Journal of the spectral observations for BX Tri.
Date (UT) HJD (start) phase Exp(s) Observatory Telescope
2450000+00
2017 Feb. 09 7793.64 0.1854 2400 SPM, Mexico ECHELL, 2.12m
2016 Dec. 29 7751.93 0.6614 1800 XL, China BFOSC, 2.16m
2016 Dec. 29 7751.95 0.7527 1800 XL, China BFOSC, 2.16m
2017 Nov. 13 8071.18 0.8980 1800 XL, China BFOSC, 2.16m
2017 Nov. 13 8071.20 0.0127 1800 XL, China BFOSC, 2.16m
2017 Dec. 22 8080.03 0.8731 1200 XL, China OMR, 2.16m
2017 Dec. 22 8080.05 0.9455 1200 XL, China OMR, 2.16m
2017 Dec. 22 8080.06 0.0284 1200 XL, China OMR, 2.16m
2017 Dec. 22 8080.08 0.0903 1200 XL, China OMR, 2.16m
2017 Dec. 22 8080.09 0.1628 1200 XL, China OMR, 2.16m
2017 Dec. 23 8081.14 0.5944 1200 XL, China OMR, 2.16m
2017 Dec. 23 8081.15 0.6692 1200 XL, China OMR, 2.16m
4.1. Flare Frequency
The average occurrence frequency of flares can be esti-
mated from the number of observed flares and the length
of the observation period, which can partly reflect the
activity of the star. From recent observations, the best
documented dwarf binaries with optical outbursts are
GJ 3236 and CM Dra. GJ 3236 was monitored photo-
metrically in all filters for about 900 h with a high flare
rate of about 0.06 flares per our. The largest amplitude
is 1.3 mag in V band (Smelcer et al. 2017). CM Dra is
well known as its high activity. Flare events have been
reported by several works (Lacy 1977; Metcalfe, Math-
ieu & Latham 1996; Kim et al. 1997; Kozhevnikova et
al. 2004). The amplitude range is from 0.02 to 0.7 mag,
and the frequency is around 0.02-0.05 flare per hour.
The first observation of a flare in BX Tri was re-
ported by Dimitrov & Kjurkchieva (2010), who reported
6 flares. Then, Han et al.(2015) captured another flare
event. By the end of Nov, 2017, totally 13 outbursts
of this binary have been reported by different observers.
The brightness of BX Tri was monitored in total about
144 h between 2010 Nov. to 2017 Nov, including 40 h
by Dimitrov & Kjurkchieva (2010) observations; 24 h by
Han et al. (2015) observations and 80 h in this work,
respectively. If we assume that the eruptions are evenly
distributed in time, the flare frequency would be about
0.09 flares per hour. This value is larger than those of
CM Dra and GJ 3236. An overview of all the observed
flares is given in Table 6. It is shown in our data set
that the repeated occurrence of flares lasted for days,
and several flare events were detected in a simple night
during an orbital cycle. In 2014, the flares lasted two
days from Nov. 22 to 23 , and there were 3 events within
one period. The period of this system is 0.1926359 days,
then we obtained that a flare occurred only about ev-
ery 1.54 hours. In 2017, the first flare was observed
on Nov. 10 and the second flare was detected on Nov.
12. Although there was no data on Nov. 11 because of
the weather, such a flare occurrence indicates that the
star has a continue flare outburst. It suggested that this
system has a high flare frequency, which implies strong
magnetic activities.
4.2. Flare Duration, Amplitude, Energy and Color
Flares are usually described by several parameters:
amplitude, duration, the equivalent duration and en-
ergy. The schematic diagram of a typical flare is showed
in Figure 6 based on the flare on 22 Nov. 2014 at B
band. From the shape of the flare in Figure 6, we can
see that the flare has a rapid rise and following by a slow-
ing exponential decay. For this flare, it just takes about
851 seconds to rise to maximum light and the decay pro-
cess takes 2267 seconds. The duration is 3118 seconds,
which is the sum of the rise time and the decay time.
The range of the duration for all flares is from 240 sec -
3232 sec. The amplitude is one of the parameters that
reflects how strong the flare is. They were calculated by
comparing the observed light curve (red line) and the
light curve model (black line) with no flares. The light
curve model is calculate by using the WD code. It can
be calculated as:
Amplitude =Mpeak −Mmodel, (3)
whereMpeak is the flare peak with the lowest magnitude
value from observation and Mmodel is the value in the
light curve model. In Figure 6, Mpeak and Mmodel are
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Table 4. CCD Times of light minimum for BX Tri.
No. HJD Type Epoch O-C References NO. HJD Type Epoch O-C References
2400000+. 2400000+.
1 55126.4750 s -13556.5 -0.0036 Dimitrov & Kjurkchieva (2010) 67 56719.2830 p -5288.0 0.0041 O-C gateway∗
2 55126.5700 p -13556.0 -0.0049 Dimitrov & Kjurkchieva (2010) 68 56721.3023 s -5277.5 0.0007 O-C gateway∗
3 55149.2040 s -13438.5 -0.0055 Dimitrov & Kjurkchieva (2010) 69 56721.3044 s -5277.5 0.0028 O-C gateway∗
4 55149.2990 p -13438.0 -0.0068 Dimitrov & Kjurkchieva (2010) 70 56726.3117 s -5251.5 0.0016 O-C gateway∗
5 55149.3990 s -13437.5 -0.0031 Dimitrov & Kjurkchieva (2010) 71 56726.3128 s -5251.5 0.0027 O-C gateway∗
6 55149.4930 p -13437.0 -0.0055 Dimitrov & Kjurkchieva (2010) 72 56983.9606 p -3914.0 0.0015 this paper
7 55156.4270 p -13401.0 -0.0063 Dimitrov & Kjurkchieva (2010) 73 56984.0559 s -3913.5 0.0005 this paper
8 55156.5260 s -13400.5 -0.0036 Dimitrov & Kjurkchieva (2010) 74 56984.1543 p -3913.0 0.0026 this paper
9 55525.0383 s -11487.5 -0.0016 O-C gateway∗ 75 56984.9254 p -3909.0 0.0032 this paper
10 55525.1327 p -11487.0 -0.0035 O-C gateway∗ 76 56985.0194 s -3908.5 0.0008 this paper
11 55525.2308 s -11486.5 -0.0017 O-C gateway∗ 77 56985.1172 p -3908.0 0.0023 this paper
12 55589.9563 s -11150.5 -0.0015 O-C gateway∗ 78 57050.3181 s -3569.5 -0.0036 O-C gateway∗
13 55590.0512 p -11150.0 -0.0029 O-C gateway∗ 79 57050.3192 s -3569.5 -0.0025 O-C gateway∗
14 55594.0022 s -11129.5 -0.0009 O-C gateway∗ 80 57241.5139 p -2577.0 0.0022 O-C gateway∗
15 55594.0964 p -11129.0 -0.0030 O-C gateway∗ 81 57278.4989 p -2385.0 0.0013 O-C gateway∗
16 55835.4703 p -9876.0 -0.0005 O-C gateway∗ 82 57294.3870 s -2302.5 -0.0030 O-C gateway∗
17 55835.4710 p -9876.0 0.0002 O-C gateway∗ 83 57294.4872 p -2302.0 0.0009 O-C gateway∗
18 55838.4592 s -9860.5 0.0026 O-C gateway∗ 84 57301.4226 p -2266.0 0.0015 O-C gateway∗
19 55839.4205 s -9855.5 0.0007 O-C gateway∗ 85 57301.5153 s -2265.5 -0.0021 O-C gateway∗
20 55839.5166 p -9855.0 0.0005 O-C gateway∗ 86 57301.5163 s -2265.5 -0.0011 O-C gateway∗
21 55839.6150 s -9854.5 0.0026 O-C gateway∗ 87 57310.4761 p -2219.0 0.0011 O-C gateway∗
22 55866.4883 p -9715.0 0.0033 O-C gateway∗ 88 57319.5286 p -2172.0 -0.0002 O-C gateway∗
23 55866.5833 s -9714.5 0.0020 O-C gateway∗ 89 57319.5290 p -2172.0 0.0002 O-C gateway∗
24 55872.4552 p -9684.0 -0.0014 O-C gateway∗ 90 57319.5292 p -2172.0 0.0004 O-C gateway∗
25 55872.5542 s -9683.5 0.0012 O-C gateway∗ 91 57328.2913 s -2126.5 -0.0024 O-C gateway∗
26 55905.0106 p -9515.0 -0.0013 O-C gateway∗ 92 57328.3905 p -2126.0 0.0005 O-C gateway∗
27 55905.1094 s -9514.5 0.0012 O-C gateway∗ 93 57328.4839 s -2125.5 -0.0024 O-C gateway∗
28 55970.3143 p -9176.0 -0.0008 O-C gateway∗ 94 57369.3198 s -1913.5 -0.0051 O-C gateway∗
29 56152.4529 s -8230.5 0.0017 O-C gateway∗ 95 57369.4212 p -1913.0 0.0000 O-C gateway∗
30 56152.5492 p -8230.0 0.0017 O-C gateway∗ 96 57387.2390 s -1820.5 -0.0009 O-C gateway∗
31 56515.4742 p -6346.0 0.0028 O-C gateway∗ 97 57387.3368 p -1820.0 0.0006 O-C gateway∗
32 56557.7566 s -6126.5 0.0019 O-C gateway∗ 98 57608.4804 p -672.0 -0.0005 O-C gateway∗
33 56557.7569 s -6126.5 0.0022 O-C gateway∗ 99 57625.4325 p -584.0 -0.0003 O-C gateway∗
34 56557.7577 s -6126.5 0.0030 O-C gateway∗ 100 57625.5269 s -583.5 -0.0022 O-C gateway∗
35 56643.3847 p -5682.0 0.0038 O-C gateway∗ 101 57661.4557 p -397.0 0.0003 O-C gateway∗
36 56643.3850 p -5682.0 0.0041 O-C gateway∗ 102 57661.5497 s -396.5 -0.0021 O-C gateway∗
37 56643.4775 s -5681.5 0.0003 O-C gateway∗ 103 57672.0509 p -342.0 0.0005 this paper
38 56643.4798 s -5681.5 0.0026 O-C gateway∗ 104 57672.1455 s -341.5 -0.0012 this paper
39 56684.2232 p -5470.0 0.0038 O-C gateway∗ 105 57672.2382 p -341.0 -0.0048 this paper
40 56684.2235 p -5470.0 0.0041 O-C gateway∗ 106 57672.3332 s -340.5 -0.0061 this paper
41 56684.3175 s -5469.5 0.0018 O-C gateway∗ 107 57692.2757 p -237.0 -0.0013 O-C gateway∗
42 56684.3187 s -5469.5 0.0030 O-C gateway∗ 108 57692.3709 s -236.5 -0.0024 O-C gateway∗
43 56684.4144 p -5469.0 0.0023 O-C gateway∗ 109 57715.0076 p -119.0 -0.0003 this paper
44 56684.4151 p -5469.0 0.0030 O-C gateway∗ 110 57715.1010 s -118.5 -0.0032 this paper
45 56692.3125 p -5428.0 0.0024 O-C gateway∗ 111 57715.1992 p -118.0 -0.0013 this paper
46 56692.3132 p -5428.0 0.0031 O-C gateway∗ 112 57715.2935 s -117.5 -0.0034 this paper
47 56693.2769 p -5423.0 0.0036 O-C gateway∗ 113 57716.0654 s -113.5 -0.0020 this paper
48 56693.2779 p -5423.0 0.0046 O-C gateway∗ 114 57716.1613 p -113.0 -0.0024 this paper
49 56693.3701 s -5422.5 0.0005 O-C gateway∗ 115 57716.2572 s -112.5 -0.0028 this paper
50 56693.3702 s -5422.5 0.0006 O-C gateway∗ 116 57716.3563 p -112.0 -0.0000 this paper
51 56702.2325 s -5376.5 0.0017 O-C gateway∗ 117 57736.9661 p -5.0 -0.0022 this paper
52 56702.2330 s -5376.5 0.0022 O-C gateway∗ 118 57737.0624 s -4.5 -0.0022 this paper
53 56702.3295 p -5376.0 0.0024 O-C gateway∗ 119 57737.1606 p -4.0 -0.0003 this paper
54 56702.3298 p -5376.0 0.0027 O-C gateway∗ 120 57737.9301 p -0.0 -0.0013 this paper
55 56703.2931 p -5371.0 0.0028 O-C gateway∗ 121 57738.0235 s 0.5 -0.0043 this paper
56 56703.2936 p -5371.0 0.0033 O-C gateway∗ 122 57738.1242 p 1.0 0.0001 this paper
57 56709.2642 p -5340.0 0.0023 O-C gateway∗ 123 57738.2178 s 1.5 -0.0026 this paper
58 56709.2645 p -5340.0 0.0026 O-C gateway∗ 124 58068.1071 p 1714.0 -0.0003 this paper
59 56709.3572 s -5339.5 -0.0011 O-C gateway∗ 125 58068.2025 s 1714.5 -0.0012 this paper
60 56709.3588 s -5339.5 0.0005 O-C gateway∗ 126 58068.2980 p 1715.0 -0.0020 this paper
61 56712.2486 s -5324.5 0.0008 O-C gateway∗ 127 58070.0338 p 1724.0 0.0001 this paper
62 56712.3463 p -5324.0 0.0022 O-C gateway∗ 128 58070.1287 s 1724.5 -0.0013 this paper
63 56714.2737 p -5314.0 0.0033 O-C gateway∗ 129 58071.1900 p 1730.0 0.0005 .this paper
64 56718.3194 p -5293.0 0.0036 O-C gateway∗ 130 58071.2820 s 1730.5 -0.0039 this paper
65 56718.3194 p -5293.0 0.0036 O-C gateway∗ 131 58071.3810 p 1731.0 -0.0012 this paper
66 56719.2822 p -5288.0 0.0033 O-C gateway∗ . .
Note. O-C gateway ∗: http://var.astro.cz/ocgate/.
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Table 5. The results of photometric solution A, B and C of BX Tri .
Parameters 2016 NOV 14,15 2014 DEC 22,23 2017 DEC 10,12
Solution A(without flare) Solution B(with flare) Solution C(with flare)
Mode Semi-detached Semi-detached Semi-detached
g1 = g2 0.32 0.32 0.32
A1 = A2 0.5 0.5 0.5
i(deg) 67.02(13) 66.51(11) 65.283(10)
q=M2/M1 0.5111(6) 0.5119(3) 0.5113(5)
T1(K) 3735 3735 3735
T2(K) 3314(21) 3216(18) 3394(11)
Ω1 0.2897(12) 0.2898(12) 0.2897(19)
Ω2 0.3860(10) 0.3550(15) 0.3760(22)
L1/(L1 + L2)B 0.9371(16) 0.9395(18) 0.9175(11)
L1/(L1 + L2)V 0.9212(19) 0.9250(14) 0.9064(12)
L1/(L1 + L2)R 0.9141(17) 0.9086(15)
L1/(L1 + L2)I 0.9021(13) 0.9043(16)
r1(pole) 0.4124(1) 0.4123(2) 0.4124(2)
r1(side) 0.4378(3) 0.4376(4) 0.4378(8)
r1(back) 0.4659(2) 0.4657(2) 0.4659(9)
r2(pole) 0.1940(4) 0.2197(8) 0.2280(2)
r2(side) 0.1961(6) 0.2232(1) 0.2321(5)
r2(back) 0.2002(2) 0.2302(6) 0.2404(3)
Latitudespot(deg) 20(9) 47(8) 38(8)
Longitudespot(deg) 316(9) 247(5) 312(9)
Radiusspot(deg) 17(7) 25(7) 14(7)
Tspot/T2 0.9589(6) 0.9588(4) 0.980(9)
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Table 6. parameters of observed flares for the BX Tri system.
Number Time Filter phase Amplitude Duration Trise
a Tdecay
b Lpeak
c Eflare
d B-V Refference
. [mag] [sec] [sec] [sec] [erg/s]. [erg] Mag
Flare1 2009.10.26 V 0.61 0.022 240 Dimitrov & Kjurkchieva (2010)
Flare2 2009.11.13 I 0.64 0.085 1320 Dimitrov & Kjurkchieva (2010)
Flare3 2009.11.13 I 0.84 0.027 780 Dimitrov & Kjurkchieva (2010)
Flare4 2009.11.13 R 0.61 0.085 1140 Dimitrov & Kjurkchieva (2010)
Flare5 2009.11.13 R 0.31 0.015 540 Dimitrov & Kjurkchieva (2010)
Flare6 2009.11.20 V 0.31 0.092 1500 Dimitrov & Kjurkchieva (2010)
Flare7 2012.12.14 V 0.08 0.150 2309 Han et al. 2015
Flare8 2014.11.22 B 0.079 0.227 2268 566 1702 This paper
V 0.072 0.093 2552 283 2268 This paper
R 0.085 0.056 2552 567 1984 This paper
I 0.101 0.035 2269 568 1701 This paper
1.79e+31 1.69(±0.11)e+34 0.839 This paper
Flare9 2014.11.22 B 0.300 0.087 1985 851 1134 This paper
V 0.294 0.021 1133 566 566 This paper
R 0.300 0.020 568 444 123 This paper
I 0.288 0.013 566 284 282 This paper
4.31e+30 2.38(±0.82)e+33 0.939 This paper
Flare10 2014.11.22 B 0.607 0.476 3119 851 2267 This paper
V 0.600 0.283 2268 566 1702 This paper
R 0.614 0.096 1985 851 1985 This paper
I 0.629 0.015 1984 1134 850 This paper
6.38e+31 4.08(±0.24)e+34 0.769 This paper
Flare11 2014.11.23 B 0.653 0.442 3232 498 2733 This paper
V 0.647 0.325 3231 497 2733 This paper
R 0.644 0.013 2983 247 2735 This paper
I 0.673 0.015 2734 746 1988 This paper
7.77e+31 6.70(±0.31)e+34 0.839 This paper
Flare12 2017.11.10 B 0.768 0.1035 2309 495 824 This paper
V 0.768 0.049 2413 629 838 This paper
1.11e+31 8.39(±1.37)e+33 1.091 This paper
Flare13 2017.11.12 B 0.000 0.196 990 330 660 This paper
V 0.000 0.043 1049 315 734 This paper
7.58e+30 3.02(±0.84)e+33 1.010 This paper
Notes. a,b),Trise and Tdecay are the duration of the rise (between the beginning and maximum) and decay (between the
maximum and end) phase of the flare, respectively. c), Lpeak is the maximum luminosity of the flare. d), Eflare is the total
Energy of the flare at the full-wave band..
marked with blue and green circles, receptively. Finally,
the amplitude of every flare in different bands were cal-
culated. The difference in different bands is very clearly
in Table 6. It clearly shows that the amplitudes of the
flares gradually decrease from B to I band. The largest
amplitude among those flares is detected in the B band
(0.476 mag), V band (0.325 mag), R band (0.056 mag)
and I band (0.015mag). The amplitude range of all flares
is from 0.013 to 0.476 mag.
There are many different methods to estimate the en-
ergy of a flare. The key is how to get the bolometric
luminosity. Recently, many works about flares in Kepler
field have been published. They usually assume that the
light flare on the star can be described by a blackbody
radiation model (Osten et al. 2016, Kretzschmar 2011,
Czesla et al. 2014, Gao et al, 2016) with a specific ef-
fective temperature.Then based on the Kepler response
function the area of the flare can be obtained. Finally,
the total energy can be calculated by integrating over
the duration.
In this paper, we also use the blackbody radiation
model. The difference is that our data are in multiple
bands of the Johnson-Cousins system. At first, the basic
equation of magnitude was used as follows:
mf = −2.5lg
Ftot − F∗
F0
= −2.5lg(10−0.4mtot − 10−0.4m∗),
(4)
where m and F are the visual magnitude in V band and
the flux, respectively. The subscript f, tot, and * repre-
sent for the flux from the flare, from both the star and
flares, and from the star, respectively. In order to cal-
culate the total energy, we need to know the bolometric
luminosity of the flare:
mbol,f −Mbol,f = 5lg(d)− 5, (5)
where mbol,f , Mbol,f and d are visual magnitude, abso-
lutely magnitude and distance of the star. Mbol,f can
be further written as
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Figure 5. The folded light curves in B-, V-, R-, and I-
bands, loands is displayed with red, green, blue and purple,
respectively. The solid line indict the best fit light curve.
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Figure 6. One flare light curve in B band observed on Dec
22, 2014 as an example, shows the quantities of amplitude,
rise and decay times, and duration.
mbol,f = mf +BCV , (6)
where BCV is the bolometric correction in V band.
Then we obtained the bolometric luminosity as
Lbol,f = L⊙ × 10
0.4(M⊙−Mbol,f ), (7)
L⊙ is the solar luminosity and M⊙ is the absolute mag-
nitude of the Sun and equal to 4.75 mag. The distance
d equals to 95 pc and BCV equals -1.73 (Dimitrov &
Kjurkchieva ,2010). Combining equations (4)-(7), the
bolometric luminosity of the flares Lbol,f can be ob-
tained. The peak Lbol,f of the flares are presented in
Table 6, denoted as Lpeak. At last, the total bolometric
energy of the flares, Etot,f , can be obtained from the
integral of Lbol,f over the duration:
Etot,f =
∫ end
begin
Lbol,f(t)dt. (8)
The values of the flare energy Etot,f are presented
in the tenth column of Table 6. We can see that the
range of the total energy is from 3.02(±0.84) × 1033 to
6.70(±0.31) × 1034 erg, which reach to the superflare
level (1034 or more, Walkowicz et al. 2011; Hawley et
al. 2014; Candelaresi et al. 2014; Chang et al. 2017).
To obtain the error of the energies, we there-
fore perform a Monte Carlo simulation. We first
estimate the uncertainties photometry using the
deviation from the light curve modeled before
and after the flare. Then we assign an additional
random Gassion error with sigma of the uncer-
tainty of photometry to each point of flares and
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estimate anergy with the mock data. We run
this for 100 times and calculate the standard de-
viation of the energy as the uncertainty.
Figure 7 shows the energy - amplitude and energy -
duration correlations with energy error. There are only
six points in the figure, because we only calculated the
flare energies from our observations. The observed flares
(black dots) show a clear power law (solid lines) between
energy and amplitude (left panel) and duration (right
panel).
The distributions of rise and decay duration compar-
ing with the total duration are analyzed in all filters
(seeing in Figure 8). The red triangles mark the decay
durations and the blue dots mark the rise durations.
The black lines are linear fits. They show that the rise
duration is nearly constant, while the decay duration
increases as the flare duration increases. It seemingly
means that the flares of BX Tri take almost the
same time to reach the peak luminosities, but
have different decay times. Of course, this phe-
nomenon need to confirmed by more accurate
data, especially on the time resolution.
Based on the B-band and V-band light curves,
the color of B - V were calculated, shown below
the light curve in Figure 1. The change of color
during the flare is obvious and the color at the
peak of each flare were computed and listed in
Table 6. We can see that the B -V for the two
strongest flares are 0.769 mag and 0.839 mag,
which is the bluest comparing with the other
flares. Tofflemire (2017) were also discussed the
color of the flares and showed that the peak emis-
sion from a stellar flare is bluer than accretion
radiation. They found the peak of the flares is
significantly bluer than other measurements that
the attributed to accretion. Actually, the bluest
color in our paper is even redder than their red-
dest color. Therefore, the flare of BX Tri system
are likely come from accretion.
On the other hand, we also investigated the dis-
tribution of flares as a function of orbital phase,
the phase where flares occur are listed in Table 6
and the distribution of these phases is shown in
Figure 9. We can see that the flares occur more
at phase ∼0.6 and the strongest flare events also
happens at this phase. An obvious gap exists at
the phase ∼0.5, at which almost all of the light
come from the primary. Combining with the
color investigate of the flares and period analy-
sis, all of these information implies that the flares
likely occur on the mass accreting secondary.
5. THE SPECTROGRAPHIC SOLUTION OF BX
TRI
In addition to photometric monitoring, we also ob-
tained a series of spectroscopic observations with a full
phase coverage for BX Tri (see Table 3). The strong
emission lines were detected during our observational
run, e.g., Hα, Hβ and Hγ emission lines, as shown in
Figure 2, as well as Ca ii HK lines (but not shown in
Figure 2). Such lines (in particular Hα) are commonly
used as chromospheric activity indicators for low-mass
stars (e.g., Reid et al. 1995; Bochanski et al. 2007;
Walkowicz & Hawley 2009; West et al. 2015).
As shown in Figure 2, all spectra in different or-
bital phase show evident emissions in Hα, Hβ and Hγ
line. The equivalent widths of total emissions of Hα
and Hβ (EWHα and EWHβ respectively) at each or-
bital phase were plotted in Figure 10. It shows that
the total Hα emission varied irregularly in the range
of EWHα ∼ 2.5 − 4 A˚. On average, EWHβ has smaller
value, but with similar variation behaviour. It seems
that those two Balmer emissions are smaller around
the first quadrature (though there are few observations)
than those around the second quadrature; A similar
Hα variation was previously reported by Dimitrov and
Kjurkchieva (2010). More interestingly, the Hβ have
equivalent width values that comparable to that of Hα
in several orbital phases (e.g., around the second quadra-
ture), a phenomenon reminiscent of the enhancements
in higher Balmer lines during flare-like events (Huen-
emoerder & Ramsey 1987; Hawley & Pettersen 1991;
Johns-Krull et al. 1997; Allred et al. 2006; Bochanski
et al. 2007), e.g., while Hβ enhanced during a flare-
like event, the Hα is not proportionally increased in
strength. In fact, the ratio of energy emitted in the
Hα to Hβ is widely used as indicator of the presence
of flare-like events; the typical energy ratio value is less
than 2 in flare-like events, it then become 3 or larger for
quiescent chromospheres (e.g. Huenemoerder & Ramsey
1987). The EWHα/EWHβ with values of 4/4 A˚ around
the second quadrature indicates an energy ratio value
of about 2, assuming the Hα and Hβ continuum flux
of BX Tri is comparable to that of a dwarf star with
Teff = 3700 K. Thus the Hβ enhancements in these
phases seem to be due to flare-like events. Unfortu-
nately, we did not have simultaneous photometric obser-
vations during these spectroscopic observing runs, here
we can not make a solid conclusion that these Hβ en-
hancements indeed result from flare-like events.
To check the respective contribution to the Hβ en-
hancements for each component, we fitted each profile of
Hα and Hβ with a two-Gaussian model, followed the fit-
ting procedure of Dimitrov and Kjurkchieva (2010). We
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Figure 7. Relationships between flare amplitude, energy and duration for BX Tri. The black dots are the observed points, and
the solid lines are linear fits.
Figure 8. The distribution of rise and decay duration com-
paring with the total duration in all filters. The red triangle
marks the decay time and the blue dot makes the rise time.
The black line simulate the two duration time. It shows that
the rise duration is nearly constant, but the decay duration
increases as the flare duration increases.
ran a Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling with EMCEE
(Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) to obtain the best-fitted
intensities and their uncertainties. The measurements
are presented in Figure 10, where red and black symbols
denotes the Hα (squares) and Hβ (triangles) emissions
for the primary and secondary, respectively. Figure 10
shows that the total emissions were mainly from primary
component (in particular around the second quadrature)
just with one or two exception. In addition, it seems
that the variation trend of emission from primary star
is opposite from that of emission from secondary, e.g.,
as the emissions from primary become higher around
the second quadrature, the emissions from secondary
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Figure 9. Phase distribution of individual flares obtained
from all collected flares. We can see that the flare occurred
relatively more at phase 0.6 and the strongest flare events
also at this phase and have a gap near at phase 0.5.
decrease. For the primary component, there are evi-
dent Hβ enhancements in several orbital phases (e.g.,
0.661, 0.753), indicating that the primary star might
suffer some flare-like events in these phases. For sec-
ondary star, there is no evident Hβ enhancements in
these phases; instead, we detected evident Hβ enhance-
ments probably due to flare-like events in other phases
(e.g., 0.0127). If our measurements for each component
are reasonable, it then suggests that flares can occur on
both components of BX Tri. However, the flare events,
as we have discussed in Section 4, are probably from the
secondary star. Therefore, more observations are
required for the confirmation.
6. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
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Figure 10. Equivalent widths of Hα, Hβ emission lines of
the primary and secondary components at different phases.
Red squares and triangles mark Hα and Hβ of the primary,
respectively. Black squares and triangles mark Hα and Hβ
of the secondary, respectively.
In this paper, new long-term photometric and spectro-
scopic observations of the short-period eclipsing system
BX Tri have been used to determine its flare activity.
Until 2017 December, 13 flares of BX Tri had been re-
ported, 6 of them are from our observations from 2014
December to 2017 December and the other 7 flares are
from other published works (Han et al. 2015; Dimitrov
et al. 2010). The durations of all flares from all authors
ranged from 566 - 3232 sec with amplitudes from 0.013
- 0.476 mag. If we assume the eruptions of BX Tri are
evenly distributed in time, then the frequency is roughly
0.09 flares per hour base on all collected flares. It needs
to be emphasized that in our observation on December
22, 2014, 3 flares were detected in one night with one
period, which means that a flare occur every 1.54 hours.
We can infer that this binary system has a high occur-
rence frequency of flares comparecd to CM Dra and GJ
3236.
The total energy of our detected flares have been de-
termined with a range from 3.02(±3.02) ×1033 erg to
6.70(±0.31) ×1034 erg. This energy is up to the super-
flare energy of 1034 (e.g., Walkowicz et al. 2011; Notsu
et al. 2013; Shibayama et al. 2013; Candelaresi et al.
2014; Hawley et al. 2014; Chang et al. 2017). The flares
on the surface of a star are usually associated with the
magnetic energy. The magnetic energy accumulates on
the stellar surface accompany with more frequently oc-
curred and larger star spots when the magnetic energy
releases flare erupts. (Shibata & Magara 2011, Cande-
laresi et al. 2014).
Meanwhile, because the photometric solution suggests
a semi-detached configuration for BX Tri with the pri-
mary star filling the Roche lobe, mass transfer may also
affect the flare eruption. Therefore, we analyzed the pe-
riod variations and estimated the energy caused by the
mass transfer for BX Tri system. The rate of period de-
creasing of dP/dt = −1.42 × 10−7 days yr−1 has been
calculated in section 3. The continuous period decreas-
ing can be explained by mass transfer from the primary
to secondary. By considering a conservative mass trans-
fer from primary to secondary, a calculation with the
well-known equation,
P˙ /P = −3M˙2(1/M1 − 1/M2) (9)
leads to a mass transfer rate of dM2/dt = 1.31 ×
10−7M⊙ yr
−1. At last, the luminosity caused by the
accreting mass would be approximately represented as
the following expressing (Zhai & Fang 1995; Zhang et
al. 2002):
Lacc = GM2
dm
dt
(Ω2 − Ωin)/A, (10)
where Lacc is the accretion luminosity. M2 is the mass
of secondary star. dm
dt
means the mass transfer rate. Ω2
and Ωin are the dimensionless potentials of the stellar
surface and the critical Roche lobe, A is the distance
of the two components, G is the gravitation constant,
respectively. All of the parameters are known form the
photometric results and the period analysis. Finally,
the value of Lacc was computed as 2.65 ×10
33erg s−1.
The average duration of flares can be obtained from our
observations as 2113 sec. So the energy caused by the
accreting mass can be determined approximately as Eacc
= 5.6 ×1036 erg . The largest energy in our observation
is Eobs = 6.70(±0.31) ×10
34 erg. Comparing Eacc and
Eobs, we can see that Eacc is 100 times bigger than Eobs,
which means the accreting energy form mass transfer is
bigger than flare energy from our observation. It can
be understand that mass transfer can motivate so large
flare outburst but not all of these energy to use to flare
outburst.
The energy, amplitude and duration are strongly cor-
rected in Figure 7. The larger the energy, the greater
the amplitude and the longer the duration. If a star has
strong magnetic energy, it takes a longer time to release
it and then will show a high amplitude. If the magnetic
energy is strong enough, a superflare will occur with a
higher amplitude and a longer duration. The distribu-
tions of rising and decay time versus the flare duration
are analyzed in all filters, showing in Figure 8. The re-
sults show that rising time is flat, while the decay time
increases with the duration. It implies that the flares of
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BX Tri take almost the same time up to the highest lu-
minosity no matter how long of the duration. Then they
decay with the time proportional to the flare duration.
We also investigated the distribution of flares as a
function of orbital phase in Figure 9. We can see that
the flares occur more frequently at phase 0.6 and the
strongest flare events also at this phase. No flares have
been found at phase 0.5, which means all the light is
from the primary at this phase. On the other hand, the
results of photometric solutions of BX Tri and the pe-
riod variation analysis show that this system is a semi-
detached binary with a continuous orbital period de-
crease. BX Tri has a mass transfer from the primary to
the secondary. Based on these information, we in-
fer that the flares likely occur on the secondary
component. Moreover, we identified that the
flare attribute to accretion from primary to sec-
ondary component based on analysis the B-V
color in section 4.2, which seems another evi-
dence to support our point. Nonetheless, more
solid and exclusive evidence is still required from
good quality, high resolution spectroscopic ob-
servation, in particular simultaneous photomet-
ric monitoring, in future.
To summaries, the M-type eclipsing binary BX
Tri with a short period is a magnetically active
binary system. By our new photometric and spec-
troscopic observations, we find that it is a semi-
detached binary with high flare frequency and
high energy. In the mean time, the strong emis-
sion lines, Hα, Hβ, Hγ implies that BX Tri
has strong chromospheric densities and a strong
magnetic activities.
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